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What is the name of the captain, a deeply troubled seasoned veteran, who has returned to Saigon 
from deployment in the field? 

Captain Benjamin L. Willard 

Two intelligence officers and a government man approach the captain with an assignment to journey 
up WHAT legendary River into the remote Cambodian jungle to find the missing Colonel Walter 
Kurtz? 

Nùng River 

It is feared that Colonel Walter Kurtz has gone rogue. What military branch is he a member of? US Army Special Forces 
What evidence do the intelligence officers claim they have to prove Colonel Kurtz has gone insane, 
and is commanding a legion of his own Montagnard troops deep inside the forest in neutral 
Cambodia? 

Disturbing radio broadcasts and 
recording made by Kurtz 

Willard is ordered to undertake a mission to find Kurtz and terminate the Colonel's command with 
extreme WHAT?  

Extreme prejudice 

What are the names of the 4 eclectic crew members on the Navy Patrol Boat, Riverine that Willard is 
assigned to? 

George 'The Chief' Phillips, Jay 'Chef' 
Hicks, Lance B. Johnson, and Tyrone 'Mr 
Clean' Miller 

Lance Johnson was a former professional WHAT before the Vietnam War? Surfer 
What is the 'beach down the coast', which marks the opening to the river, perfect for? Surfing 
When Kilgore decides to capture the village, his men advise him that it is WHAT and heavily fortified? Charlies Point 
Dismissing the concern over the heavily fortified village, Kilgore declares that WHO 'Don't Surf'? Charlie 
When Kilgore launched his attack on the beach, the scene is famous for the use of WHAT Richard 
Wagner piece, played on the helicopters mounted loudspeakers? 

Ride of the Valkyries 

After helicopters swoop over the village and demolish all visible signs of resistance, WHAT type of 
strike in the nearby jungle dramatically marks the climax of the battle? 

A giant napalm strike 

What does Kilgore love the smell of in the morning? Napalm 
What does that gasoline smell, smell like, according to Kilgore? Victory 
What do Willard and the Chef have a run-in with while searching for mangoes? A tiger 
What does the USO Show feature, that eventually degenerates into chaos? Playboy Bunnies 
What happens to the young woman who was lying on the boat dying after Mr Clean opened fire? Willard shoots her 
What was hiding in a barrel on the boat? A puppy 
What is the name of the Bridge, the last US Army outpost on the River?  The Do Lung Bridge 
What is happening at the last US Army outpost bridge when the boat arrives? North Vietnamese Army Attack 
Which soldier has taken LSD just before they approach the last US Army outpost? Lance Johnson 
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Willard learns from the information he received at Do Lung that a missing Army captain, Colby, was 
sent to find WHAT a few months earlier? 

Colonel Kurtz 

What happens to Mr Clean as he is listening to an audio tape from his mother? He is killed 
Which crew member is hit by a spear when Montagnard villagers begin firing arrows at the boat? The Chief  
After being mortally wounded, what does The Chief try to do when Willard attempts to assist him? He tries to kill Willard 
What is the orders Willard gives to Chef if he does not return from the village? To call in an airstrike on the village 
WHO does Willard encounter in a nearly catatonic state in the village? The missing Colby 
WHO tells Willard that he is 'an errand boy, sent by grocery clerks to collect a bill'? Kurtz 
What kind of cage is Willard in while talking to a freelance photographer? A bamboo cage 
What does Kurtz drop on to Willard’s lap while he is bound to a post outside? The Chef's severed head 
What TS Eliot poem does Kurtz read to Willard in his private temple? The Hollow Men 
What happened to the children Kurtz vaccinated for polio on one of his humanitarian missions he 
tells Willard about? 

The Cong hacked off the inoculated arm 
of each child injected 

Kurtz tells Willard that if he had an army composed of soldiers with the will to act so ruthlessly, he 
could do WHAT?  

End the war in a short amount of time 

What does Willard attack Kurtz with while he is making a recording in his chamber? A machete 
What are Kurtz's final works as he lies dying? The horror.... the horror 
WHO does Willard lead away as he walks through the silent crowd on his way back to the boat? Lance Johnson 

 


